
 

 

 

     IT`S TIME TO LEAVE THIS PLANE 
               ( C-major) 
                         C         G                       C                F                          C           G 

1.  A last sunbeam brushes my face,   the sun sinks down in brilliancy. 
                   C           G          C                     F                           C              G 

    The hour has now come for me to go   to the place that someday everyone will see. 
                    F   C       F           C        G 

    I think I can leave quite satisfied,   I`ve had good times in the earthly play. 
                          C       G            C                       F            C       G 

    I can already perceive the tender light,    which comes towards me from far away. 
   F         G  a                       F             C         G     G2    G 

    I am ready now to take off,   I`v had a fulfilled life I can say. 
 
                          F              C             G              d                 a 

    Refrain:  I am grateful for my path,      and the fullness of existence, 
                    F                 C        B             G 

                   for my discernment, for energy,    for what has given me resilience. 
               C             G         F                    d           a 

                   I have traveled to so many countries,  got many impressions that remain. 
                    F        C                     F             C                   G     G2    G 

                   All in all, it was a good life,      now it`s time to leave this plane. 
 
2. It has been a long, long way,   not just characterized by elegance, 
    and though the blessings often I had missed,  I would draw a positive balance. 
    Sometimes defeats can steel our spirit,    even if they stir up doubts and force to fight. 
    But I always got the help I needed,   encouragement, positive resonance. 
    What`s of importance, I`ve recognized.   I could experience the higher might. 
 
Refrain:  I am grateful for my wife,   for the path I could share with her. 
               She`s always there when it matters, I am grateful for her care. 
               She endures all of my mistakes,   all my troubles and my pain. 
               I bow to her with admiration, thanks, it`s now time to leave this plane. 
 
3. I`m not afraid of my last breath,   when my eyes will slowly close. 
    I turn away from worldly things,   I don´t need any more appreciation, growth. 
    I`m sure I`ll come to a better place,   where only pure love will remain, 
    where tears and grief will run dry,   where there`s no worry and no pain, 
    a place of security, filled with bliss.   I`m now ready to leave this plane. 
 
Refrain:  I am grateful for the deeds   that brought aid and relieved, 
               for the friendship, for advice,   for all the warmth that I received. 
               May some people now overflow   with joy and breathe deeply again, 
               I  will gladly fulfill their wish.     It`s time for me to leave this plane. 
 
    C              G           F              a                            G             F 

   My boat will soon be untied from the jetty,   a branch will be sawed off from trees in the rain, 
                  C                    G             F          C       G 

   Just a little longer and I`ll be free,   it`s time for me to leave this plane. 
                                 F        C 

   It`s time for me to leave this plane. 
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